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EXT. BUSINESS DISTRICT. CITY. MIDDAY

We open on the financial district of a flooded city.

What were streets are now canals, lights and signs poking 
from the water. Creeping vegetation tears at the decaying 
office towers overhead.

A hard sun beats down. Apart from flies and mosquitoes, it's 
dead quiet.

Two people in an open BOAT glide through shadows down a 
narrow canyon of buildings. 

A woman in her early 50's steers the boat. Lean and rangy, 
LINDSAY looks like a Yoga teacher turned survivalist. She 
watches the drowned world slide by.

A stocky boy sits up front. Caught between boy and man, RICK 
clutches an old semi-automatic RIFLE. He's jumpy.

Both wear old army surplus clothing. Tired and hot, they've 
traveled hard and it shows.

Rick covers his mouth and nose with a sleeve.

RICK
Fuck it stinks!
(beat)
Smell so bad back in the day?

LINDSAY
No... Breath through your mouth.

RICK
Uh-uh. I can taste it.

LINDSAY
Well you've got a mask.

Among the supplies in the bottom of the boat are three large 
PELI-CASES. Two GAS MASKS. A small SOLAR ARRAY. A RADIO 
SCANNER. And truck batteries powering the outboard motor.

Despite the stench, Rick stares in awe at the ruined city.

RICK
Too hot



Lindsay looks at her watch, then an old TOM-TOM:

No signal flashes on the grey screen.

RICK
I ain't seen nuffing like this 
before... Amazing...

LINDSAY
Yeah... Amazing (to herself) Damn.

She looks up at through the buildings to the sky.

LINDSAY
We gotta get into the clear.
(beat)
I don't remember this place.

Rick turns.

LINDSAY (OFF HIS LOOK)
Last time I was here it wasn't 
underwater Rick.

RICK
Well we paid you to remember...

He's full of front that he can't carry off. She laughs and 
he turns away.

RICK
...All's I'm sayin'

They approach a junction.

LINDSAY
This feels right.

She turns into another street and they weave off through a 
line of rotting buses and trucks, over sunken cars.

Suddenly a loud, deep Hufffsssssssshhhh echoes around them.

They drift on quietly. Then...

RICK
Shit!

LINDSAY
Ssssssh.

She waves him to silence, listening.
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And again... Hufffsssssssshhhhhhhh.

RICK
What the fuck?!

They both stand, looking for the source of the noise.

LINDSAY
It's not close whatever it is.

They clear the drowned traffic, motoring slowly up the 
middle of the road toward a corner.

RICK
Well whatever's stinkin' is gettin' 
closer.

LINDSAY
Man up Rick. You're the boss 
remember. Grab that light...

Lindsay backs off the throttle. Rick stops the boat against 
a street-light poking out of the water.

Ahead is a huge expanse of water, ringed by skyscrapers, a 
group of dead trees in the center.

LINDSAY
Ah... Ok. Good.

RICK (QUIETLY)
You remember this?

LINDSAY
Uh-huh. So... I reckon the river 
would have been mile or so southeast 
and downhill from here.

RICK
And...? We far? Lindsay...?

Lindsay squints at the sun.

LINDSAY
Two mile maybe...

She points to the far corner of the square.

LINDSAY
...That way...

Rick looks nervously out at the huge square.
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Lindsay turns on the radio scanner and searches. Nothing but 
static.

LINDSAY
Well either they know we're coming 
and keeping quiet... Or there's no-
one here...

RICK
Oh man...

LINDSAY
Get a grip Rick. No-one said this 
would be easy.

Lindsay checks her watch: Midday.

LINDSAY
Right. C'mon. We need a clear 
signal...

RICK
Can't we wait till dark?

LINDSAY
The satellite's overhead right now. 
Buildings are blocking it. 

He's terrified.

LINDSAY
Rick...? We've gotta go. 

Reluctantly he lets go of the lamp.

They leave the safety of the street and slowly head out.

On the Tom-Tom screen: Grey. No signal flashing.

Agonizing seconds pass as they drift further out into the 
square.

No signal.

Empty dark windows stare down from the skyscrapers looming 
overhead.

On the TOM-TOM; A MAP appears.

LINDSAY
Ok. That way...

Then an explosion of air and water: HUFFFFFSSSSSSSSSSSH! 
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A vast ANIMAL rolls out of the water in front of the boat. 
Its discolored body covered in blisters and sores, the WHALE 
groans and sinks from view.

And then it raises its tail and SLAMS it into the water just 
missing the boat.

LINDSAY
Hang on...!

Lindsay twists the throttle and they fly across the square, 
the WHALE roiling the water behind them.

The boat clears the dead trees, and there, stranded on a 
road rising out of the water and up a hill, is a POD of 
bloated DEAD WHALES.

The wake of the boat jostles the floating corpses: BAAOOUUM! 

Revealing a pack of WILD DOGS tearing at a whale carcass.

One by one they look up, then lope menacingly up some stairs 
to a raised concourse, following the boat.

Lindsay heads for the far corner of the square, banks 
sharply and punches into a side street.

Straight into more sunken traffic.

She slows and checks the TOM-TOM: The map is still tracking.

She looks up and takes her bearings.

LINDSAY
Ok... Five blocks straight on. Then a 
left. Then...

RICK
Lindsay! 

BLACK SHAPES race through an office floor to their right, 
leaping over desks, scattering papers and old office 
furniture.

A couple of DOGS peel off toward a blown out window up 
ahead.

Lindsay swerves to avoid the remains of a sign, then opens 
up the throttle. But they're now behind the DOGS which have 
nearly reached the open window.

Rick levels his rifle and sights up.
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The lead DOG leaps out through the window and lands on the 
roof of sunken double-decker bus and sprints toward them as 
they approach.

Lindsay swings wide to the opposite side of the road as the 
DOG leaps toward them. There's something HORRIFIC looking 
about its head.

Rick swings the rifle.

LINDSAY
NO RICK!

Too late.

BLAM!

The shot BOOOMS off and around the city buildings.

A cloud of silver-green DUST bursts in the air above the 
boat as it passes. The headless DOG spins through the DUST, 
hits the side of the boat, and falls into the water.

LINDSAY
Shit. Shit! Am I clean? Any of it on 
me?

She gives her arms, legs, chest a frenzied once over.

RICK
What?

Lindsay stands watching as the PACK OF DOGS, barking and 
slavering, veer away from them, deeper into the office 
floor.

The boat speeds toward a small crossing.

LINDSAY
Any get on me goddamit?!

RICK
No. You're good...

LINDSAY
Fucksake! Next time think before you 
shoot...!

They cross the intersection.
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Any thought that we may have had that the DOGS have lost 
interest vanishes as we see them leaping out of the building 
and running across a RUSTY FISHING TRAWLER wedged across the 
side street.

Lindsay checks the TOM-TOM: "No Signal"

LINDSAY
Straight ahead...

She weaves the boat through debris.

A hundred yards ahead and closing, an intersection. But...

Twenty yards up an explosion of glass as a window blows.

The HEADLESS carcass of a DOG cartwheels into the water, 
followed by the PACK, leaping out towards them through 
another cloud of DUST.

LINDSAY
Mask. Rick! Grab your MASK!

Rick lunges for his mask but upsets the boat.

Lindsay over-corrects and they clip a submerged LORRY, 
pitching and rolling violently.

Rick flies overboard. His RIFLE clatters into the bottom of 
the boat.

He lands heavily on the roof of a truck cab and slides into 
the water.

Lindsay grabs her MASK and holds it on her face. She maxes 
the throttle and speeds ahead to the intersection. 

Angle on Rick. Gasping. Badly winded.

And beyond, the pack of grotesque malformed DOGS are 
swimming toward him.

RICK
Lindsaaaaay!

Angle on Lindsay as she flips the mask strap behind her 
head.

Angle from underwater as the hull of the boat plows towards 
and over camera. The propeller churns the water, disturbing 
the TARPAULIN on the trailer of a sunken LORRY. 
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Angle on Lindsay. She reaches the crossroads and u-turns the 
boat, then nails it back to Rick.

Angle on the first DOG, fifteen yards away and paddling hard 
towards Rick. Water crests its lumpy malformed head and 
bulging eyes.

And the cloud of DUST rolls over the other DOGS not far 
behind it...

RICK
Oh shit. Aaaaah...!

Angle on Lindsay as the boat slams into its own wake. The 
prow lifts...

Angle from under the water as the hull comes down hard on 
the top of the trailer of the sunken TRUCK.

Angle on Lindsay. The boat slows suddenly, engine whining. 
She glances at the propeller fouled in plastic TARPAULIN 
from the sunken TRUCK.

The boat drifts, ripping and trailing a long strip of 
plastic toward Rick...

...But not fast enough.

LINDSAY
Hang on Rick!

She leaps to the front of the boat for the ANCHOR...

LINDSAY
Here!

...and hurls it out, over the DOGS and past Rick.

Angle on Rick as he spins, watching the anchor fly overhead 
splashing into the water behind him.

The lead DOG closes fast, its red eyes wide. The bulges on 
its swollen head stretch the mottled skin beneath its fur.

The rope lands on the water. Rick strains, fingers 
outstretched as it's pulled under by the anchor.

Angle from underwater. He misses with his hand... But snags 
the rope with his foot.

Angle on the first DOG. With insane strength it lifts out of 
the water, hunching its shoulders, its monstrous head tucked 
down on its chest, preparing for something...
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Angle on Rick. Paralyzed with fear.

LINDSAY
FOR FUCK-SAKE! DIVE!

Rick takes a lungful of air and dives.

Angle from underwater looking up as Rick follows the rope 
down to the anchor.

Above him, the DOG kicks powerfully in one huge spasm and is 
still.

Floating. Headless.

On the surface, through a cloud of DUST, DOGS paddle in 
circles looking for Rick. Others turn and head for Lindsay.

Angle on Lindsay as she flips the lid off one of the 
PELICASES and grabs a large can of HAIRSPRAY wrapped in a 
thick band of grey PLASTIC.

Close-up on the top of the plastic cap duct-taped to the 
can, numbers 1 to 4 radiating from a TURNKEY stuck through a 
hole cut in the plastic.

Lindsay twists the key to "1" We hear a faint buzz of 
clockwork from inside.

LINDSAY
Five...four...three...two...

Lindsay throws the can into the mass of DOGS.

WHUMP!

The home-made grenade explodes, shredding a couple of the 
DOGS and covering more in a sticky burning substance.

Dog flesh sizzles but they paddle silently toward her, mad 
eyes glinting through the flames.

They're now too close to her to use another grenade.

The first DOG scrabbles for purchase and hauls itself up 
onto the roof of the sunken trailer. It pads warily towards 
her, lips burning away from its jaws.

LINDSAY
Oh Christ...

She get's an old PISTOL from a holster underneath the rear 
bench. Cocks it.
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And fires at the DOG: BLAM!

It's head explodes, spattering the front of the boat in red 
pulp. A cloud of DUST blossoms around the boat.

Other DOGS clamber on top of the trailer

Then one by one other DOGS start to POP like puffballs.

Soon the street is full of softly billowing clouds of dust.

Lindsay pulls a knife from a sheath. Gets to the back of the 
boat. She cuts the tarpaulin away from the propeller.

Angle on Rick looking up, lungs bursting.

Behind him the line to the boat starts moving and he is 
towed off underneath the dead and burning DOGS.

Angle close to the surface as we track away from the clouds 
of DUST swirling over the burning carnage.

Rick surfaces on his back, holding on to the rope and 
gasping for air.

His POV looking up at the sky past the ruined skyscapers.

And then the line goes slack.

Rick rolls onto his front. He's drifting toward a broken 
office window, cavernous blackness beyond.

And in the middle of the intersection ahead, Lindsay - GAS 
MASK on - stands in the boat, covered in dust.

Hovering 20 feet in front of her and buzzing like an angry 
hornet is a DRONE.

Lindsay waves subtly at Rick.

LINDSAY
Hide!

He backs quietly into the dark flooded office as another, 
smaller DRONE flies in his direction to investigate.

Rick sinks beneath the water as the small DRONE buzzes above 
him.
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